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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY-

·This report'Wa5·p1'epsced by the Office of the Program. Manager for Chemical 
Demilitarization for the ·nepartment of Defense (DoD) as a separate appendix to the 
Surveund Ana/v§ls Aepoi'r.Second Edition (1996) tor the Non-Stockpile Chemical 
MaterhifProgram (NSCMP); Jhe report desaibes locations outside of the United 
States which may contain chemical weapons either from disposal operations or tests 
where these munlllons Werrir<ild gnd mav stfll=jle tocatect. ----::· - --::::..,_--::--_- .... 

l'llelnrormadoA:.In1lluded In this report constitutes findings reg.ardlng potential locations 
and acti'ollties Involving the United States Department of Defense (DoD) and supporting 
service organizations stationed overseas during World War I and Immediately prior to, 
during and subsequent to World War 11. 

The re'll1ew ldentffied a total of 243 locations in 19 foreign coun1rfes Where cl1emlcal · 
weapons were stored or destroyed during this period. In ~ccordance with the 
procedures of the time period, the method of destruction consisted of either burning 
and burial or burial with a decontaminant, such as chloride and lime. In many cases, 
the burial sites were marked by placards. 

Under the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC), chemical weapons abandoned by a 
nation after January 1 , 1925 on the territory of another· nation without the consent of 
the latter are defined as abandoned chemical.weapons. The nation upOn whOse 
territory abandoned chemical weapons are located (territorial party) and the nallen 
which abandoned chemical weapons on the territory of another (abandoning party) are 
required to submit to the Technical Secretariat of the Organization for the Prohibition 
ot Chemical Weapons (OPCW) all available relevant information concerning the 
abandoned chemical weapons not later than 30 days after entry-Into-force of the 

-treaty. Abandoned chemical weapons which were buried on a state party's temtory 
before January 1, 19n and which remain buried are not required to be recovered and 
destroyed unless the territorial state wants them to be. Chemical weapons which 
were dumped at sea prior to January 1, 1985 are not required to be dedared under 
theCWC. 

In the Survey am! Ana!vsis Report, Appendix D, (November 1993), the United States 
was still Investigating Its responsibilities In the declaration of abandoned sites. One .· 
site, Barf, Italy, was believed to be subject to the provisions of the CWC. Since that 
lime, further lnfonnatlon has been provided by the Government of Italy, Indicating that 

.the site was Investigated and cleared In 1954. The Government of Italy also provided 
Information that a similar site at Manfredonla had also been cleared of chemical 
warlare materiel. Based on this Information, It is believed no dscemable hazard 
remains and that, accordingly, no declaration for these sites Is required. 

in addition, two shallow water sea disposal 811ea, one near Pakistan and the other 
near the Philippines, were under ewe review In the Suryev and Analysis Reoort 
(1993). Further review has disclosed that these were approved disposal actions, 

·albeit that the aCtion In the Philippines was an emergency war11me disposal, and that 
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·----ti!A'tlai1-1UinJnlti!_d States used the ~rocedures of the times. /ls approved disposal 
actions, thifU:Iil~Q_§_tat~s s;;· ~~ -re~ent to formally dee1are these sites . 

. ----- . ~-

....... -
In all cases, If materiel were recovered .frpm any of these Sites, or other 1ormer United 
States operated §ltes- described ln the appendix, the United States would be prepared 
to orror relevant assistance. The United States would provide this assistance on a 
case by case basis, after a review of the facts, and after a formal request for 
assistance had been made.~---

... ~ ---:..-·_ --- . 

No i:ost es11mate has been provided with this appendix as there Is no known or 
scheduled work. However, it must be pointed out that any recovery of United States 
chemical warfare materiel for which the United States agrees to provide assistance will 
require supplemental funding. 

In order to provide a complete record of potential burial sites, those locations which 
stored United States chemical weapons or captured enemy stocks are also listed in 
the report. Most of these locations were used during World War II as temporary 

· munitions storage facilities which supported advancing Allied Forces. In some cases, 
leaking munitions were mentioned with no direct evld~nc:e of burial indicated; therefore 
the final disposition of these items Is unknown. 

In summary, this effort should not be considered a comprehensive study of all non
United States sites where chemical weapons may be burl~. Other research Centers 
are continuing to be queried by the U.S. hmy Corps of Engineers. Due to the age of 
the records, Imperfection_ of indexing of the records, and other factors, much . 
information on ltlls topic has been discarded or is difficult to access. 
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AppendlxD 

. P~~St..a.!·_Burfal ~ttes 
BACKGROUND 

--··. 

lhls report has been developed in response to Section 176 ot Public Law 1 02-484, 
the 19113-Dafronoo Aliti'!Otizatior(Act.--ln-thls ~.the Congress directed !he U.S. Amly 

.. •. . -:t<!l-silbmit a report which identifies the locations, types and quen1i1ies of non-stockpile 
chemical warfare materiel that would be required to be destroyed under. the Chemical 
Weapons Convention (CWC); how they are to be destroyed; and cost and schedule 
estimates for that destruction. The U.S. Army, as the Department of Defense (DoD) 
Executive Agent for the destruction of chemical warfare related materiel, conducted 
surveys and research to define ihe locations, types and quantities of all non-stockpile 
chemical materiel (NSCM). 'Mllle conducting research for the potential chemical 
warfare materiel (CWM) burial sites within the United States, the Army found 
references to the possibility of potential CWM burial sites overseas. These references 
are the source of the Information In this appendix. 

This report presents- the results of an effOrt to collect data on potential overseas 
burial/disposal of United States CWM. This report is not Intended as an 
acknowledgement that tile United States burled CWM overseas In certain countries. 
In addition, the Inclusion or omission of a nation should not be viewed as confirmation 
of the presence or absence of buried CWM within the boundaries of those nations. 
This appendix is only a compilation· of the Information found to date from historic 
dr;x:uments. The United States Government has been In contact with the governments 
of the nations li$ted in this appendix to gather more information to verify the data. 
lhls effort will continue. 

Chemical Weapons ConvenUon. The Convention on the Prohibition of the 
Development, Productlon, Stockp/Ung and Use of Chem/caJ Wsspons and on Their 
Destruc:tion, better known as the CINC, places special requirements on abandoned 
chemical weapons. The United States and over one hundred other nations signed the 
ewe In January 1993. For the purpose of the CWC, abandoned chemical weapons 
are weapOn$ abandoned by a nation after January 1, 1925 on the territory of another 
nation without the consent of the latter. The nation upon whose territory abandoned 
chemical weapons are located (territorial party) and the nation which abandoned 
chemical weapons on the territory of another (abandoning party) are required to 
submit to the Technical Secretariat of the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical 
W!i!epons (OPCW) all available relevant Information concerning the abandoned 
cherl!lcal weapons not later than 30 days after entry~nto-force of the treaty. It is 
eStimated that entry-Into-force of the CINC.w!U.occur no earll$-lhan January 1997. 

The Technical Seaatariat is to conduct an Initial Inspection to verify the information 
submitted, verify the origin of the abandoned chemical weapons, and establish 
evidence concerning the abandonment ~ong with the identity at the abandoning 
nation.. If the abandoned chemical weapons are buried on a state pa1y's territory 
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~-'-'lefore January 1, 1977 and remain buried they are 09~ required to be recovered and 
di1im710Gd unless the territorial stet& wm:rts them to be. In addition, if the chemical 
weapons ed at sea befOre Jani.uuy 1, 1985, there is no requirement to 
recover or declare ttll§m-l:Uf1e abandoned chemical weapons are required to be 
destroyed, both nations, the territorial party and the abandoning pany, should 

-·---"~dlnate and develop a mutually agreeable plan for the destruction of the chemical 
. we&pontt:-Thls pi~ mu~t be..s~echnical Secretariat within 180 days after 
the Technical Secretariat had been lnformed"-(lf.tbe request for assistance by the 
territorial-party. . · - . 

I 

Tile ewe requires the abandoning party to provide ell necessary financial, technical, 
and other resources necessary for the destruction of the abandoned chemical 
weapons, The territorial party is to provide cooperation. Tile ewe requires the two 
affected nations to conclude an agreement between themselves concerning the 
destruction of the chemical weapons. 

Chemical Weapons convention-Related Overseas Sites. MY chemical weapon 
that the Unlted.States·disposed of by land burial'ls generally·not'cimsidered 
'abandoned" for the purposes Of the ewe. ll11s Is because the United States 
standard practice was to destroy the chemical weapons by draining the agent Into a 
pit 1m·ed with decontarninant, placing the drained weapons Into the pit and then 
covering the pit with earth. This was the accepted destruction method of the period. 
TherefOre, for the purposes of the ewe. the buried chemical weappns are presumed 
to be destroyed unless evidence arises that Indicates that they are not. If chemical · 
waepons are recovered In the future from some locations, the United States will · 
comply with Its ewe obligations induding providing destruction assistance, If required. 
This &lJSistance would be provided on a case by case basis, after receiving a formal 

_ request for assistance and Information pertaining to the chemical warfare materiel. 

In the Survey and Analvsls Report Appendix 0, (November 1993), one site was 
ldenti1ied as falling within the purview of abandoned chemical weapons under the 
ewe. In Barf, Italy, during Wor1d War II rtiW IQ, the-Germans attacked and sank a · 
Unlted States ship carrying M47A2 mustard bombs. Since the last Survey end 
Analysis Report, the Government of Italy has provided Information Indicating that the 
Sari site was Investigated· in 1954, and no chemical warfare materiel WS!I . .found. The 
Govemment of Italy also has indicated that a similar site in Manfri,doni.a harbor, where 
mustard bombs were accidently lost from a barge during a sea disposal operation, has 
also been Investigated. In Manfreclonla, the cargo was removed. Based on this new 
Information, 1he United States believes that no dlscernable h82ard exists at these 
locations, end therefore does not plan .to declare tbem. Jf;Jn !he future, a hazard Is 
determined, ·the United States would stand ready to render rei~ assistance as 
previously stated. 

Also covered In the Survey and A!lalvsls Aeoort (1993) were two additional cases 
regarding shallow water sea disposals. These occurred within the present day 
territorial waters of Pakistan and the Philippines. During WW II, to prevent cepwre by 
the Japanese, the United States disposed of chemical weapons by dumping them into 
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Manila Bay, the PhJUpplnes. Also during WN II the United States disposed of mustard 
borribs off the coast of Karachi, Pakistan. Further review by the Interagency Working 
Group of the circumstances surroundingrthese .actions. has been disclosed that both 
we• c cppJ"' ood c!ll!QOSI!! actiO.Illl, elbelt that the action in the Philippines was an 
emergency wartime cfsposat Both .. a~J!le approved disposal procedures of 
the times. As approved disposal actions, the United States .s8§.S.Jlo ci!ql.dtement to 

-.: .. ::::: _ _..< .. -·fQDllsi.Jy declare these sitl)s. As previously stated, these sites have been disclosed to 
the.approprlate Governments. AAy future hazard determined would again, as 
previously stated, be subject to United States assistance on a case by case basis, 
with the appropriate request tor assistance. 

As a result of extensive Investigations and reviews, the Urilted States has determined 
that It has no abandoned chemical warfare materiel to declare according to the 
provisions of the Chemlc:SI Warfare Convention. Should United States CWM be . 
recovered, the United States is committed to respond to a request for assistance, and 
to render relevant assistance as required. Since no work Is identified or scheduled 
and the United States has not received any requests for assistance, at this Ume no 
costs are associated wlth.lhe possible overseas burial sites.· It Is not possible to 
dwelop a cost estimate, because the differences In local areas end the range of 
possibilities Is so extensive, that no set of assumptions can be applied to the burial 
sites to generate a reliably accurate assessment. To fulfill its comml1ment, 1hough, a 
mechanism must be Identified which will allow the United States to render the. relevant 
assistance. 

Classification of Potential Burled Chemical Warfare Materiel SitU. In conducting 
the rE~~~earch and developing the database for potential CWM burls sites, the 
Department of Defense (DoD) determined that It needed a classification system tor 
categoriZing the likelihood that chemical weapons may be buried. Based on the 
research, each site in the database has been assigned a classification which Indicates 
the likelihood that chemical munitions or agents may have been burled. The 
olassfflca!Jons are defined as follows: 

Classification 1: Known BurlaJ. A Classification 1 site Is a site at which there Is 
confirm aU on that CWM has been buried, either by actual recovery a by site 
assessment Documents indicating that weapons w«e disposed of In a pit does not 
qualify as verification. · 

Classification 2: Ukely BuriaL A classification 2 site Is a site at which 
documents state that chemical weapons or agents have been buried, disposal 
opera11ons have occurred and there Is strong suspicion that agents may remain 
burled, or weapons have been dumped in shallow water. 

Classification 3: Sl.!apected Burial. A dassHicaUon 3 site is a site at which one 
of the following conditions apply: 

(1) chemical weapons were known to be disposed of on this site, but 
documentation indicates that the site was cleared. Because of the location 
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(2) the site was a former chemical testing site or range; or 

(3) activities performed at lhe site Indicate a suspicion that burled CWM may 
Slhi &XiSt at the ci~. · . 

Classification 4: Pos~fble B~~flcalion.4 site is a site at which one of 
the foii.Q~D9Jelf.:~.J apply: · 'oc:::_.___....~ 

-~~·# -· . . -~-... 

(1) . although no literature exists which Indicates burial was actually conducted at 
the site, the activities and time fteme of the operations indicate a possibility 
of buried chemical weapons; or 

(2} there is documentation of som~ level of past chemical activity at the site, 
leading to the possible presence of chemical materiel. 

Claaalflcatlon 5: No Further Action. A dassi1ica11on 5 site Ia a site which should 
require no furlher action because the probability of burled CWM Is very remote or 
because the site is no longer identi1iable. For example, during World War II (WWII), 
there were numerous locations where the United States established ammunition 
depots, some of which Included chemical weapons. The locations of these chemical 
ammunition storage sites have been categorized as classification 5 sjtes. 

APPROACH 

If data was found Indicating a possibility of chemical warfare materiel being burled at 
an overseas location, that location was Included In this appendix. As with the 
Information for the potential burial sites within the United States, the data range in 
detail from specific descripllons of chemical projects at one location to Indications that 
chemical weapons were part of an ammunition Storage site located there during WI/. 
The overseas database has been divided Into two section!!-- one for WWII 
ammunition storage sites where burial is less likely (Classification 5), and one for the 
sites where the likelihood of buried .munitions is higher (Classification 1-4). 

To the extent possible, attempts were made to discover the exact nature of each site, 
lte size and contents. However, records were often Imprecise. In many cases, the 
source only states that materiel was buried without any dellnHive Information on the 
type of materiel or the exact location of the site. In addition, geographic affiliations 
have changed, thereby making the exact location of the site difficult to determine. To 
correctly Identify all ~. geographic coordinates are provided and the site's most 
current name Is used. For example, Espiritu Santo· Island was located in New 
Hebrides, which Is currently called Vanuatu. 

A number at_ research centers were used during the course of this effort They are: 

• Hl8torfcal Office, U.S. Amly Chemical and Biological Defense Agency: contains 
a comprehensive holding of historical documents on the u.s. Army Chemical 
Corps and activities during World War I, II and subsequent eras. 
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• U.S. A-;my~r for MltltSiy·H/story. contains all documentation related to !he 
U.S. Armed Fore~ unit histories and official historical records. 

. . _!_U.S. Army Military History l~_rf_l$1B, Pk contains historical records of 
----<c. ~- · U.S. Army operations. -~--·-· __ 

. '. -~ 

• TBChnlcaJ Ubrsry, U.S. Arniy ClfemicaJ and Biological Defense Agency. 
eol'ltiilns Information on research and testing of chemical weapons. 

. ··~-. . 
• Asher Ubrary and Chenncal Corps Archives, U.S. Army Chsmicsl School, Ft. 

McC/8/fan, AL: contains historical documents on !he U.S. Army Chemical Corps 
from Its Inception In 1918. 

• National Archives: contains all official archival records of the United States 
Government 

• Foreign Science and Technology Centsr(FSTC), Charlottesville, VA: 
contains historical foreign .records. 

SITE CHABACTEBISDC§ 

The sites searched for evidence of chemical warfare burials !n !his study indude: 

• former World War I and World War II depots and maintenance fadlilles; 

• former enemy installations that were captured by U.S. torces during World War 
II; . 

• ports of embarkation and debarkation where ships were used to transport 
chemical weapons or dispose of them by burial at sea; and 

• test centers and ranges where chemical agents were 11red and where Impacted 
rounds may remain buried. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

The survey Identified 243 locations in 19 countries that may potentially contain burled 
chemical munftlons. Of these locations, 45 are Classification 1, 2, 3 or 4 chemical 
dl$posal or range sites that may contain buried munitions as a result of past 
operations. A total of 198 locations have Classiftcation 5 sites on which chemical 
weapons may have been stored during the World Wet I or II time period. · 
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